
J.H.TARAPORE SCHOOL - 2019-2020. 

SUBJECT :ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS       

STD X B & C- WORKSHEET 1 

[ Read the portion covered in the extra classes and also read the answered questions  at the end of the 

Chapter and try to answer the following  questions in the note book . The second worksheet will follow in a 

few days. Complete this before that. After you finish the first worksheet, the second assignment would be to 

write down all the definitions that are there in the portion covered so far and also learn them.] 

1. Identify which type of Demand do these depict? 

(i) Demand for guns and bullets    (ii) Demand for rods used in construction(iii) Demand for milk.                                         

(iv) Demand for screws arising from demand for table.(v) Demand for sugar & tea 

 (vi) Demand for electricity. 

2. How do the following affect the individual demand of  a commodity? 

(i) Price of a substitute  (ii) expectation of a price rise in the near future.(iii) income of the consumer. 

3. How do the following affect the market  demand of  a commodity? 

(i) Demographic structure of the society (ii)  Pattern of income distribution in the market. 

(iii) No of consumers.                                      

4. Create a hypothetical demand schedule for a car for 3 different consumers. Formulate the total Demand in 

the market. 

5. Find the market demand of 100 consumers for the following commodity when individual demands are same 

for all of them.( Hint: For 100 consumers you have to multiply each quantity by 100 and prepare market 

demand column.) 

PRICE OF TEA ( per 250 gm) QUANTITY DEMANDED 

  50 1 

45 2 

40 3 

35 4 

6. Plot the individual  demand curve with the above data. 

7.Find the market demand: 

Price  Qty .Dem  by A Qty .Dem  by B Qty .Dem  by C MARKET DEMAND 

5 15 12 10  

8 10 9 5  

17 6 4 3  

 

8. Differentiate between Giffen goods and Inferior goods. 

9. How is a Market Demand curve obtained from individual Demand curve ? 

10. Explain briefly  any four exceptions of the Law of Demand . 


